Multi-mineral cut-off grade optimization
by grid search
by E. Cetin* and P.A. Dowd†

Orebodies that contain more than one economically important
mineral are generally evaluated by parametric cut-off grades. This
approach often leads to mis-valuation of mineral deposits because
cut-off grades are not based on the grades of each individual mineral
and, because of the parametric formulation, are only indirectly
related to the individual grade distributions. The only realistic
approach is a formulation that accounts separately for each
component mineral. The grid search method can be used as a means
of multi-mineral cut-off grade optimization in this context.
This paper describes the use of the grid search method in cut-off
grade optimization for multi-mineral deposits. The authors introduce
the general concepts of the method and formulate its application to
cut-off grade optimization; they describe a software implementation
of the method that can accommodate cut-off grade optimization for
mineral deposits that contain up to three economic minerals.
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Introduction
A cut-off grade for a mineral deposit is any
grade that is used to classify the mineralized
material for any required purpose. In the work
reported here we take that purpose to be the
classification of a mine’s material as ore or
waste, although the proposed approach is
equally applicable to any other classification.
Mineralized material above the cut-off grade is
considered as ore and, subject to access
constraints, can be mined, while material
below the cut-off grade is considered as waste
and, depending upon the mining method used,
is either left in situ or sent to a waste dump.
Optimal cut-off grades are those that
maximize some specified criterion such as
profit or discounted profit. The determination
of cut-off grades for a single-mineral deposit is
relatively simple. However, for multi-mineral
deposits the determination of cut-off grades is
a more complex process.
Multi-mineral deposits in which the
constituent minerals are positively correlated,
and therefore tend to be co-located, are
generally valued, planned, and operated on the
basis of parametric, or equivalent, cut-off
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grades. The use of equivalent grades for these
types of deposits has been standard practice in
the mining industry for many years, especially
for base metal deposits. In this approach, each
mineral is converted to its equivalent economic
value in terms of one of the minerals, which is
taken as a standard. For example, in a silverlead-zinc deposit a weighted sum of the three
metal grades may be used to provide a single
lead-equivalent grade. This is generally done
to avoid the complexities of a threedimensional (or, in general, n-dimensional)
grade analysis. It is also done because the
constituent minerals are largely co-located; in
stratiform silver-lead-zinc deposits, for
example, correlation coefficients among the
three variables usually range from 75% to
90%. After combining the individual mineral
values into a single equivalent value, the
optimum cut-off grades for the equivalent
variable can be found by using any of the
established methods of single mineral cut-off
grade optimization, e.g., Lane (1964, 1988),
Dowd (1976). Operating cut-off grades for the
equivalent grades do not necessarily
correspond to achievable, or even meaningful,
cut-off grades for the grade-tonnage distributions of the individual minerals. Perhaps
more importantly, except for cases in which
the component minerals are very highly
correlated, an optimal schedule based on
equivalent cut-off grades may differ significantly from a truly optimal schedule that
adequately accounts for all of the component
minerals. While there is a direct relationship
between the individual grades and the
equivalent grade, there is no unique inverse
relationship from the equivalent grade back to
the individual grades. In the mining process,
the equivalent cut-off grades are only

Multi-mineral cut-off grade optimization by grid search
indirectly related to the grade distributions of the component
minerals. The amounts of each mineral extracted in the
mining stage and sent to the processing plant and subsequent
stages are estimated on the basis of equivalents and not on
the basis of the component minerals. Thus, the actual
amounts of each individual mineral above the equivalent cutoff grade will differ from the values calculated from the
equivalents, and this difference will increase as the
correlation among the components decreases. Since actual
production of individual minerals cannot be determined from
the equivalents, it is not possible to generate accurate
individual mineral recoveries or financial outcomes. Thus,
using equivalent grades may undervalue or overvalue mining
projects.
In the context of Lane’s (1964, 1988) staged approach to
cut-off grade theory, the procedure may be valid if there are
no constraints on the stages that follow the extraction, or
mining, stage. If, however, one or more of the minerals is
subject to subsequent stage limitations, the process is not
valid. For example, if there is a refinery/market limitation on
one mineral, then excess production of that mineral cannot be
sold and, as a result, the mineral cannot be valued on the
basis of the contract price. Hence, the influence of the
capacities of the mineral processing plant and the
refinery/market stages invalidates the parametric cut-off
grade approach and, therefore, necessitates individual
accommodation of each mineral.
The objective of the work described in this paper is to find
a feasible method of determining optimal production
sequences of cut-off grades without using the equivalent, or
parametric, cut-off grades.
The main contribution of this work to cut-off grade
optimization is to extend Lane’s grid search method to
accommodate more than two minerals. Our method for
selecting the grid points differs from that of Lane and gives
better results by significantly increasing the search area. We
show that our method can readily accommodate
optimizations of up to five constituent minerals.

Optimization of cut-off grades for multi-mineral
deposits by the grid search method
The grid search method is based on the concept of dividing
the search area into equal size grids and searching for the
optimum among the grid points. The method involves setting
up a suitable grid in the design space, evaluating the
objective function at all grid points, and finding the grid point
corresponding to the optimum value, i.e., minimum or
maximum value (Rao, 2009). Lane (1988) was the first to
propose the technique for optimizing the time sequence of
cut-off grades for two-mineral deposits. The grid search
method proposed by Lane can be applied to mineral deposits
that contain more than two mined minerals by adding a stage
to the calculations for each mineral; the process does,
however, become more time-consuming as the number of
minerals increases.
Lane (1988) proposed a form of the grid search technique
that involves calculating the net present values for four
different limiting cut-off grades. The ore/material ratios (i.e.,
the ratio of the amount of ore to the total amount of
mineralized material in the deposit) and average grades for
each pair of cut-off grades can be calculated from the grade
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distributions. Net present values can then be calculated for a
limited mining rate (vm), a limited processing rate (vh), a
limited refinery/marketing rate (vk1) for the first mineral, and
a limited refinery/marketing rate (vk2) for the second mineral.
The controlling capacity for each pair of cut-off grades is the
one that corresponds to the least of the four net present
values calculated. It is this figure that has to be maximized
among the different pairs of cut-off grades in order to find
the optimum pair.
The main advantage of the grid search method over the
equivalents method is that it is more general, i.e. the
equivalents method is applicable only when there is a strong
positive correlation among the constituent minerals. The grid
search method can be applied even when the secondary
minerals are of minor importance.
Lane (1988) suggested using a primary grid of 9 × 9
cells, which yields 100 grid points. As a second step, he
proposed a secondary grid of 6 × 6 cells, which yields 49 grid
points, covering the four original cells that surround the
maximum point. Finally, a third grid of 6 × 6 cells covering
the four cells that surround the maximum point in the
secondary grid was proposed. As a safeguard, Lane also
suggested that, if the maximum occurs on the boundary of
the second or the third grid, the grid should be relocated
around the nearest point with no change in scale. This
process ensures that the maximum will be found even when
it is on a steep ridge between grid points. The process
involves the calculation of 198 grid points.
Lane (1988) claimed that the process of using three
subsequent grids gives an accuracy of one in 9 × 3 × 3 – in
other words, 1 in 81, which is close to 1%. In fact, there is no
obvious proof or evidence that using three subsequent grids,
instead of one, improves the search process. The optimum
point is not necessarily near the maximum point in the first
grid and, by discarding the search area outside the four cells
around the maximum point in the first grid, there is a danger
of missing the global optimum target.
Mohammed (1997) applied Lane’s grid search method to
a copper and gold deposit. He used the grid selection method
suggested by Lane and developed a computer program for
mineral deposits that contain two economic minerals. He
assigned the grade intervals for a given grade-tonnage distribution as grid points for the primary grid. The application of
the method to a sample deposit yields pairs of cut-off grades
that are in decreasing order.
Ataei and Osanloo (2004) used the grid search method
together with genetic algorithms to determine optimum cutoff grades for multiple metal deposits. They limited the use of
the grid search method to searching for upper and lower
limits of the constituent minerals in grade-tonnage tables.
They then used genetic algorithms to search for the optimum
in detail.
For orebodies that contain more than two minerals, the
grid search method is still useful. For an orebody with three
economic minerals, there will be five operational stages that
restrict the throughput, the fifth one being the
refinery/marketing limiting stage for the third mineral. As a
result, there are five different net present values representing
each of the stages. Although the grade-tonnage distribution
is three-dimensional the approach is not very different to the
two-mineral case. The computing time, however, increases
significantly with the inclusion of each additional mineral.
The Journal of The Southern African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy
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The following expressions are derived for the calculations
used in the grid search method for mineral deposits
containing three mineable minerals.
Assume that the grade-tonnage distribution of a mineral
deposit consists of W grade cells for mineral 1. Hence, there
would be W + 1 grade limits. The representation of the
corresponding grade for the different cells would be:

As there is more than one mineral in the grade distribution, the deposit will have W number of grade distributions
for mineral 2. Assume that each of the grade distributions for
mineral 2 have Y individual cells. As a result, there would be
Y + 1 grade limits. The representation of the corresponding
grade for different cells would be:

p
q
r

is the grade interval for the first mineral
is the grade interval for the second mineral
is the grade interval for the third mineral.
[2]

where:

Twaste (p,q,r) is the amount of material below the cut-off
grade for the pth and qth and rth grade
intervals.

[3]
As there are three minerals in the grade distribution, the
deposit will have W × Y number of grade distributions for
mineral 3. Assume that each of the grade distributions for
mineral 3 has Z individual cells. As a result, there would be Z
+ 1 grade limits. The representation of the corresponding
grade for different cells would be:

Let:
➤ the lower grade limit g(w) for a given cell [g(w), g(w +
1)] be the cut-off grade of mineral 1 representing
interval p
➤ the lower grade limit g(y) for a given cell [g(y), g(y +
1)] be the cut-off grade of mineral 2 representing
interval q
➤ the lower grade limit g(z) for a given cell [g(z), g(z +
1)] be the cut-off grade of mineral 3 representing
interval r.
then the amount of material above the cut-off grade, the
amount of the material below the cut-off grade, the average
grade of mineral 1 above the cut-off grade, the average grade
of mineral 2 above the cut-off grade, and the average grade
of mineral 3 above the cut-off grade can be found by using
the following equations:

where:

gavg1 (p,q,r)

g1(w)
g1(w + 1)

is the average grade of the first mineral above
the cut-off grade for the pth grade interval of
the first mineral and the qth grade interval of
the second mineral, and the rth grade interval
of the third mineral
is the lower grade limit of a given cell for the
first mineral
is the upper grade limit of a given cell for the
first mineral.
[4]

where:
[1]
where

where:

Tore (p,q,r)
T (w,y,z)

is the amount of material above the cut-off
grade for the pth and qth and rth grade
intervals
is the amount of material for the given grade
limits
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gavg2 (p,q,r)

is the average grade of the second mineral
above the cut-off grade for the pth grade
interval of the first mineral and the qth grade
interval of the second mineral, and the rth
grade interval of the third mineral
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where:
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g2(y)
g2(y + 1)

is the lower grade limit of a given cell for the
second mineral
is the upper grade limit of a given cell for the
second mineral.

[5]

where:

[9]

[10]

[11]

is the average grade of the third mineral
above the cut-off grade for the pth grade
interval of the first mineral and the qth grade
interval of the second mineral, and the rth
grade interval of the third mineral
g3(z)
is the lower grade limit of a given cell for the
third mineral
g3(z + 1)
is the upper grade limit of a given cell for the
third mineral.
The ore/material ratio can be calculated from
Equation [6].

gavg3 (p,q,r)

[6]
where:
is the ore/material ratio for the pth grade
interval of the first mineral and the qth grade
interval of the second mineral.
The average grades and the ore/material ratio values that
were generated by these equations are for the grade intervals
of the specified grade-tonnage distribution. If the grade
intervals are chosen as grid points, the net present values for
the five different limiting stages can be calculated by using
the equations given below. However, if the grid points are
assigned explicitly, the corresponding net present values for
the grid points, the values of the ore/material ratio, and the
average grades of each of the three minerals above the cut-off
grades for each grid point are found by interpolation. Once
these values for the grid points representing any pair of cutoff grade points have been found, the net present values for
the five different limiting stages can be calculated by using
the following equations.

x (p,q,r)

[7]

[8]

where;
p1 is the price of the first mineral per unit of product
p2 is the price of the second mineral per unit of product
k1 is the marketing variable cost of the first mineral
k2 is the marketing variable cost of the second mineral
x
is the ore / material ratio
y1 is the yield of the first mineral during treatment
(recovery)
y2 is the yield of the second mineral during treatment
(recovery)
a1 is the average grade of the first mineral
a2 is the average grade of the second mineral
h
is the mineral processing variable cost
m
is the mining variable cost
f
is the fixed cost
F
is the opportunity cost
t
is the time unit of resource
vm is the net present value for a limited mining rate
vh is the net present value for a limited mineral processing
rate
vk1 is the net present value for a limited refinery/marketing
rate for the first mineral
vk1 is the net present value for a limited refinery/marketing
rate for the second mineral
vk1 is the net present value for a limited refinery/marketing
rate for the third mineral
is the yield of the first mineral during treatment
y1
(recovery)
is the yield of the second mineral during treatment
y2
(recovery),
is the yield of the third mineral during treatment
y3
(recovery)
a1 is the average grade of the first mineral
a2 is the average grade of the second mineral
a3 is the average grade of the third mineral
K1 is the maximum refinery or marketing capacity for the
first mineral,
K2 is the maximum refinery or marketing capacity for the
second mineral
K3 is the maximum refinery or marketing capacity for the
third mineral.
After deciding on the net present values for each stage,
the highest possible net present value is found as:
[12]
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As five stages restrict the process, for any grid point, the
minimum among the five values gives the maximum possible
present value and the maximum among them gives the
optimum grid point. The cut-off grades that lie on the
optimum grid point give the optimum cut-off grades for three
minerals.
The grid search described here is based on Lane’s grid
search method but with some significant differences. The
main difference is the size, and method of selection, of the
grid: only one grid is assigned instead of three. The selection
of grid points in the grid is done explicitly, rather than using
the grade intervals for the given grade-tonnage distribution.
More grid points have been used in the work described here
than were used by Lane (1988).
Lane (1988) proposed a primary grid of 9 × 9 cells, a
secondary grid of 6 × 6 cells and a third grid of another 6 × 6
cells. The process involves calculation of only 198 grid
points. Lane claimed that the process of having three
subsequent grids gives an accuracy of 1 in 81. However,
there is no obvious proof that using three subsequent grids
improves the search process. In any case, due to the
significant increases in computer memory capacity and
computational speed, it is now possible to search a finer grid,
which has a better coverage than the method of grid selection
suggested by Lane. As a result, far more grid points can be
searched for the optimum than in Lane’s method. For the
case of two minerals, a grid of 100 × 100 cells, yielding a
total of 10 201 grid points, can be searched. The number of
grid points is not fixed but rather left to the user of the
program.

grid search method results given in Table II. Some
improvements in total discounted profit (0.03%) is achieved,
that can be seen by comparing the total discounted profits of
the tables (Table II and Table III). This exercise demonstrates
the robustness of the method used in this paper.

Case Study 2
Case study 2 is a gold, zinc, and lead deposit. The technical
and economic data are given in Table IV and the results are
given in Table V.
Sixteen different cut-off grades for each mineral were
searched for the optimum. The optimum schedule terminates
in 8.07 years with a total production of 8 066 991 tons. Total
discounted profit is $439 100 000.
The cut-off grades, and as a result the depletion rates, are
lowered progressively throughout the life of the mine.

Case studies
Two case studies have been included here to illustrate the
application of the software for determining optimum cut-off
grades.

Figure 1—Grade-tonnage distribution for the copper deposit

Case study 1

The Journal of The Southern African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy

Table I

Technical and economic data for the copper deposit
Description

Value

Lower limit of cut-off grades (%)

0.635

Upper limit of cut-off grades (%)

1.1

Interval between cut-off grade decisions (%)

0.015

Mining capacity (t/a)

13 000 000

Mineral processing capacity (t/a)

10 000 000

Marketing and/or refining capacity (t/a)

130 000

Selling price (dollars per ton)

1 344

Variable mining cost of material mined (dollars per ton)

0.8

Variable concentration cost of material processed
(dollars per ton)

4.4

Variable marketing and/or refining cost (dollars per ton)
Fixed costs (dollars per year)

506
1 750 000

Recovery rate (%)

92

Discount rate (%)

10
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Case study 1 is a copper deposit. The grade-tonnage distribution for the deposit is shown in Figure 1 and the technical
and economic data is given in Table I. The results showing
the complete cut-off grade schedule are given in Table II.
A total of 32 different cut-off grades were searched for
the optimum. The mining operation terminates in 14.35 years
and total production is 143 525 852 tons. Total discounted
profit is $301 783 000.
The cut-off grades, and as a result the depletion rates, are
lowered progressively throughout the life of the mine. Cut-off
grades begin at 0.965% and end at 0.635% in less than 15
years.
To verify the results generated by the software, the data
for case study 1 was processed by the MINVEST software
package (Dowd and Xu, 2000). The same data used for the
grid search method, given in Table I, was entered and Lane’s
method of limiting and balancing cut-off grades (Lane, 1964,
1988) was selected from the package to generate a solution.
The results were substantially similar to the production
schedule given in Table II. The results obtained from
MINVEST are given in Table III and can be compared with the
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Table II

Output file for the grid search method for the copper deposit. Total discounted profit is $301 783 000
Year
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Cut-off %

Profit, US$

Discounted profit, US$

Mining Q, ton

Processing Q, ton

Refining Q, ton

0.965
0.965
0.950
0.935
0.905
0.890
0.860
0.845
0.815
0.785
0.755
0.725
0.680
0.650
0.635

42 440 442
42 440 442
42 012 913
41 576 677
40 693 360
40 419 689
39 844 250
39 543 332
38 928 848
38 630 067
38 309 291
37 967 356
37 811 360
37 698 138
13 270 879

38 582 220
38 582 220
31 564 923
28 397 430
25 267 375
22 815 861
20 446 400
18 447 256
16 509 632
14 893 563
13 427 173
12 097 570
10 952 604
9 927 098
31 76 943

12 917 604
12 917 604
12 533 313
12 171 226
11 514 989
11 332 301
10 983 781
10 817 438
10 505 111
10 368 657
10 235 702
10 106 114
10 052 777
10 017 531
3 525 852

10 000 000
10 000 000
10 000 000
10 000 000
10 000 000
10 000 000
10 000 000
10 000 000
10 000 000
10 000 000
10 000 000
10 000 000
10 000 000
10 000 000
35 25 852

117 571
117 571
116 694
115 828
114 147
113 646
112 627
112 109
111 077
110 591
110 081
109 549
109 312
109 143
38 451

Table III

Output generated by Lane’s method for the copper deposit using the MINVEST implementation. Total discounted
profit is $301 600 000
Year
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Cut-off %

Profit, US$

Discounted profit, US$

Mining Q, ton

Processing Q, ton

Refining Q, ton

0.968
0.968
0.949
0.929
0.909
0.887
0.864
0.84
0.814
0.786
0.755
0.722
0.686
0.647
0.635

42 528
42 512
41.978
41.406
40.792
40.367
39.928
39.436
38.915
38.635
38.31
37.958
37.834
37.686
13.241

38 662
35. 134
31.539
28.281
25.329
22.786
20.489
18.397
16.504
14.896
13.428
12.095
10.959
9.924
3.17

13
12.985
12.503
12.037
11.584
11.299
11.032
10.76
10.498
10.371
10.236
10.103
10.06
10.014
3.518

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
3.518

0.118
0.118
0.117
0.115
0.114
0.114
0.113
0.112
0.111
0.111
0.11
0.11
0.109
0.109
0.038

Table IV

Technical and economic data for the gold, zinc, and lead deposit
Description

Value

Lower limit of cut-off grades for gold (%)
Upper limit of cut-off grades for gold (%)
Interval between cut-off grade decisions for gold (%
Lower limit of cut-off grades zinc (%)
Upper limit of cut-off grades zinc (%)
Interval between cut-off grade decisions zinc (%)
Lower limit of cut-off grades lead (%)
Upper limit of cut-off grades lead (%)
Interval between cut-off grade decisions lead (%)
Mining capacity (t/a)
Mineral processing capacity (t/a)
Marketing and/or refining capacity for gold (t/a)
Marketing and/or refining capacity for zinc (t/a)
Marketing and/or refining capacity for lead (t/a)
Selling price for gold (dollars per ton)
Selling price for zinc (dollars per ton)
Selling price for lead (dollars per ton)
Variable mining cost of material mined (dollars per ton)
Variable concentration cost of material processed (dollars per ton)
Variable marketing and/or refining cost for gold (dollars per ton)
Variable marketing and/or refining cost for zinc (dollars per ton)
Variable marketing and/or refining cost for lead (dollars per ton)
Fixed costs (dollars per year)
Recovery rate for gold (%)
Recovery rate for zinc (%)
Recovery rate for lead (%)
Discount rate (%)
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0
0.009
0.0006
0
3
0.2
0
1.5
0.1
1 200 000
1 000 000
10
11 000
1 600
11 000 000
1 400
600
0.4
0.4
3 000 000
300
150
1 000 000
46
80
85
10
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Table V

Output file for the grid search method for the gold, zinc, and lead deposit. Total discounted profit is $439 100 000
Profit, US$

Discounted profit, US$

Mining Q, ton

Zinc

Lead

0.0012

2.60

1.50

82 423 897

74 930 816

1 167 014

0.0012

2.60

1.50

82 423 897

68 118 923

1 167 041

0.0012

2.60

1.50

82 423 897

61 926 294

0.0012

2.60

1.30

82 344 016

0.0012

2.60

1.30

0.0006

2.60

0.0006

2.60

0.0006
0.0006

Processing Q, ton

Refining Q, ton
Gold

Zinc

Lead

10 000 000

9

10 572

1 527

10 000 000

9

10 572

1 527

1 167 041

10 000 000

9

10 572

1 527

56 242 071

1 165 144

10 000 000

9

10 564

1 526

82 344 016

51 129 155

1 165 144

10 000 000

§9

10 564

1 526

1.30

80 753 096

45 583 017

1 131 110

10 000 000

9

103 77

1 513

1.30

80 753 096

41 439 107

1 131 110

10 000 000

9

10 377

1 513

1.60

1.10

80 301 619

37 461 298

1 122 803

10 000 000

9

10 374

1 510

0.8

1.40

53 50 339

2 269 066

7 4718

66 991

1

693

101

Although a maximum net present value requires a
decreasing cut-off grade schedule (Lane, 1964; Dowd, 1976;
Cetin and Dowd, 2002), in the case of multi-mineral deposits,
the decreasing cut-off grade may not apply uniformly to each
mineral. In Table V, for example, the cut-off grade for lead in
the ninth year increases, and such variations are more likely
as the correlation among the component minerals decreases
and the difference in the financial values of the components
increases.

Conclusions
Optimization of cut-off grades for multi-mineral deposits is
generally done by means of parametric, or equivalent, cut-off
grades. Although this approach simplifies the optimization
process, it may not achieve a true optimum, especially for
orebodies in which there is not a highly significant positive
correlation among the component minerals. The objective of
the work described in this paper is to find the best method of
determining optimal production sequences of cut-off grades
without using the equivalent, or parametric, cut-off grades. A
complete, detailed mine production schedule that includes
mining and other access constraints is beyond the scope of
this work. For this reason no mining or other access
constraints are included in the formulation of the problem.
The orebody is completely defined by grade-tonnage distributions and it is assumed that any parcels of ore selected for
production have the same characteristics as the specified
grade-tonnage curves and are immediately accessible.
Although the work described here is not restricted to
open-pit mines, the computer program developed is more
suitable to open-pit mining operations than to underground
mines. In underground mines a greater proportion of waste is
left in situ and access constraints are simultaneously more
restrictive and less comprehensive than in open pits. In this
study, variable mining costs are applied to a depletion rate,
which means that all the material required to achieve a
specific tonnage and grade is effectively excavated regardless
of whether it is processed.
The computer program is based on the grid search
method. The method has previously been applied to twomineral deposits. The work described here extends the grid
search method to mineral deposits that contain up to three
mined minerals. The grid search method described here is
The Journal of The Southern African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy

based on Lane’s grid search method but with some important
differences in the size, and the method of selection, of the
grid.
The work described in this paper is the first application of
the grid search method to three-mineral deposits.
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